In this paper we examine the definition of the term "feature", and "functional feature" in particular. The goal of the paper is to shed some light on the reason for the profusion of types of features that have been discussed in the literature, to revisit the general definition of the term, and to attempt a definition that uses concepts from Artificial Intelligence. By separating structure, behavior and function, and by defining function, alternative interpretations of "functional feature" are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In the Engineering community there have been many published definitions of the term "feature" [Salomons 1995 ] [Shah & Mantyla 1995] . This has produced ambiguity and has allowed the introduction of many different types of features.
A confusing proliferation of types of features have been identified, including: -Form Features: related to the geometric form. -Application Features: related to process planning requirements. -Manufacturing features: related to particular processes, such as machining. However, faced with such variety, and in order to provide a generic definition, writers have gradually been moving towards very general definitions that are in fact only minor variations of "anything about the thing being designed that's of interest" [Dixon 1991 ].
For example, Vandenbrande & Requicha [1993] define features as regions of an object that are meaningful for a specific activity or application. Shah [1992] [1995] stresses that features represent the engineering meaning of the geometry of a part or assembly.
Note that these definitions, along with most definitions of the types mentioned above, relate features back to "regions" or to geometry. That is, they related to physical structure, regardless of the fact that the reason for declaring something a feature varies depending on the type identified (e.g., Assembly, or Connection).
FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
In addition to the types of features mentioned above, another type has been identified-Functional features: concerning function, purpose or behaviors.
Functional features have been increasingly mentioned in the literature. This has happened as CAD has been influenced by Concurrent Engineering, by theories about the design process, and has moved away from being purely geometric.
McGinnis & Ullman [1992] write that:
"Functional features include both the purpose of the design object such as support, stability, or strength and the behavior that the design object performs like lifting, gripping, or rotating. The form features embody the physical characteristics of design objects in a design while the functional features explain what purpose the design objects achieve individually and what behaviors they exhibit in the overall design."
This suggests that while a functional feature will have implications for structure/form it is not necessarily about the form.
HOW CAN WE DESCRIBE "ANYTHING"?
Returning to the generic definition of a feature as "anything of interest", first we discuss how we can describe "anything". Later we consider how can to describe "of interest".
The term "anything" refers to all of, or any realizable portion of, what is being designed. It is represented by a description. Traditionally that description has been geometric. However, a richer and more complete description of an object can be made using a three level StructureBehavior-Function (SBF) representation [Sembugamoorthy & Chandrasekaran 1986] .
Hence the term "anything" can refer to all or any realizable portion of an SBF representation.
During designing, the SBF description may be incomplete, or abstract. SBF representations allow for layers of abstraction at the structural and behavioral levels, and for designs to consist of a configuration of nondecomposable elements. Both structures and behaviors can be configurations.
This is completely consistent with what we see during designing. Design decisions can be very abstract (e.g., "it will be pump-like") or very concrete (e.g., "3.25 inches in diameter"), depending on the design phase. Design decisions can be made about structure: There are now many variations of the SBF representation [Umeda & Tomiyama 1997] [Chandrasekaran 1994 ]. In the original (see Figure 1 ), behaviors are described by state changes, and are linked to descriptions of the structures that are involved. Functions are named, and are described in terms of selected behaviors. In most functional reasoning research the description of structure is not the main focus of the work, and so the representation normally 'bottoms out' at an abstract description of the types of components and the way they are connected, with no geometric detail. However, nothing would prevent this configuration-oriented level of detail from referring to a geometric level.
The structural description, S, is considered to include what's needed to describe the physical design, including geometry, spatial relationships, components, and properties. Structural properties, P S , include material, surface area, surface finish, color, mass, etc.
As far as the author knows, no SBF representation considers the possibility of Behavioral properties, P B , or Functional properties, P F . Behavioral properties might include the presence of state-to-state loops, for example, while Functional properties might include whether or not the design has a human user.
FUNCTION
Function is best thought of in terms of the way that the designed object interacts with an environment when placed in it. Chandrasekaran & Josephson [1996] define a function of an object in terms of the effect it has on its environment. The environment can use behaviors, structure or structural properties, and can provide 'inputs' or stimuli that trigger the function to enable, prevent or maintain the interaction [Keuneke 1991] .
For example, a clock functions when placed in an environment that provides it with power and allows the time display to be visible. Note that in this example a subset of the object's behaviors is being used for a function: the 'ticking' sound is normally not used.
A chair functions, when placed in an environment that places a load on it, by resisting that load. Here the key behavior involves no gross movements and is completely in response to external stimuli.
A knife functions when placed in an environment which applies a force on the knife causing a particular portion of the structure (the 'sharp' edge) to be in contact with another material.
In this last case, the function is provided by a very specific piece of geometry, and by the material properties of the knife that prevent it from bending, breaking or changing its shape. In the clock case, the function is provided by a combination of behaviors and the structure that supports them.
In these examples above we are considering the "intended function" of the designed object, i.e., the design intent. This intended function is concerned with the process we referred to above as "intended use". Designed objects can be used in other ways (i.e., analogical use) by taking advantage of other substructures, subsets of behaviors, or properties (e.g., using a shoe as a hammer, or using a ticking clock as a baby pacifier).
Refinements to SBF that can be found in the literature include: -a goal state or control relation that the function is intended to achieve; -a listing of the properties of the designed object that enable the function; -a listing of the properties of the environment that enable the function (perhaps including sequences of inputs, or changes in the environment's state); -the relationships between the properties that enable the function; -the purpose of the function, described in terms of the environment (i.e., not just the local behavior involved, but its larger impact-perhaps its design rational [Lee 1997 ]).
PROCESSES AND GOALS
Returning to the clarification of the term "anything of interest", the definitions above from Vandenbrande & Requicha [1993] and Shah [1992] [1995] imply that something is of interest if it is "meaningful for a specific activity" and that this activity must contribute to "engineering meaning".
Hence any activity that engineers should be concerned with while designing can qualify as such an "activity".
Shah [1995] appears to confirm this when he writes that:
"The engineering significance may involve formalizing the function that the feature serves, or how it can be produced, or what actions must be taken when performing engineering analysis or evaluation, or how the feature "behaves" in various situations." Rosen et al [1991] define a feature as "a model of the form and intent of some aspect of a design which is of direct interest in a CIM viewpoint". Their "CIM viewpoint" includes Design, Assembly, Manufacturing, Marketing, Analysis, and Service: i.e., any activity that engineers should be concerned with.
Keeping the CIM and Concurrent Engineering approaches in mind, consider all the processes, P = {p 1 , p 2 , ... p n }, in which the designed object can be involved.
e.g., intended use, being described, assembling, packing, transporting, diagnosis, simulation, recycling, manufacturing, designing, maintenance, etc.
In order to be "meaningful", and therefore of "interest", we need to consider why someone might be paying attention to one of these processes while designing.
The answer is that the designer D has goals, G D = {g D1 , g D2 , ... g Dm }, and that she or he is trying to satisfy these goals.
A goal, g Di , could be one of: reduce complexity; reduce resources used; reduce cost; increase reliability; provide ease of use; satisfy requirements; allow access; etc.
The context for each goal, g Di , is a process, p j . Each process has a set of compatible goals: i.e., "meaningful for a specific activity". For example: -one can simplify packing, or simplify describing the design; -one can reduce the cost of manufacturing, or of designing; -one can increase reliability during intended use, or during assembly; -one can allow access for maintenance, or for recycling. Calculations, simulations, estimates, measurements or heuristic hypotheses may be made to determine if a goal is affected or met.
DEFINING "INTEREST"
A designer, D, has at least one point of view (POV). A point of view, POV Dij , is described by a goal/process pair, (g Di , p j ).
Interest is relative to a POV. That is, someone has an interest if a design decision or set of decisions might affect the POV's goal in the context of its associated process. The effect might be positive or negative.
For example: -choice of a very hard material might increase the cost of the manufacturing process; -choice of a large fan as a component might reduce "ease of use" during the intended use, due to noise and moving air; -choice of acute angles at edges might reduce "ease of use" during the intended use, due to the possibility of a person being cut; -choice of acute angles at edges might reduce "ease of use" during packaging, due to the possibility of packaging material being cut; -choice of friction instead of electromagnetic force as a form of resistance might increase the ability to use the component with electrical devices; -choice of lack of symmetry might increase handling time; and -choice of snap fits might decrease assembly time.
In summary: What is of interest to a person depends on the design stage and may be determined by their job/role, by their experiences, or by the information obtained by computer simulation, mental simulation, or by physical modeling of the design.
In most designing, the designer needs to adopt a variety of points of view in order to consider life-cycle issues. Their interest changes as they scan through the stages of the life cycle and, as a consequence, different processes become relevant. Consequently, the relevant features and feature types vary over time.
Note that this reasoning extends to design teams, as in that case different members of the team will have different points of view.
SO, WHAT'S A FEATURE?
The generic "anything of interest" definition above can be modified now that we know more about both "anything" and "interest". A portion of an SBF description represents "anything", while "interest" concerns a POV.
Definition:
A feature is described by any portion of an SBF description of the (partially) designed object that may affect the goal of a particular POV.
Note that this clearly means that a feature is dependent on at least one process. Rosen et al [1991] argue, similarly, that a feature contains "relevancy", where "relevancy identifies which CIM viewpoint a feature is defined in".
This definition is consistent with the important notion that a feature is a "view" of the design and that features cannot be listed or "limited a priori" [Shah 1995] .
Given this definition, a feature can be described by the S, B or F portions of the description. It corresponds to something in the object being designed, but it isn't always directly about structure.
Hence, for example, a feature can be: -a structural property: color, size, finish, mass, reflectance, etc.; -a portion of the surface; -any portion of the components of the designed object; -a configuration; -a set of relationships; -a behavior, or behaviors; or -a function, or sub-function. It may even be a property of a behavior, or of a function. In addition, as SBF is a layered representation, features can be at any level of detail.
GETTING THE RIGHT DESCRIPTION
A person's POV (e.g., a goal of low duration with respect to manufacturing) determines the portion of the SBF description that is relevant to focus on in order to determine whether a goal has been affected by a design decision or set of decisions.
In addition, a person's POV determines the SBF description built, as alternative ontologies are possible for describing structure or behavior depending on the POV (See Figure 2) .
For example, sometimes behavior is better characterized as flow, rather than a sequence of discrete state changes. Another good example is the detection and representation of symmetry in a structural description in response to the goal of keeping handling time low during an assembly process.
Thus the focus of interest changes the SBF description to be considered. Note that we consider the SBF description of the design to be distributed, with some of it externally represented (electronically or on paper) and some in the designer's head.
IT'S NOT JUST FOR GEOMETRY ANYMORE
While many features that fit the definition above refer to 'a region of an object' this issue needs to be discussed. Let us consider some cases:
• Color can be a feature, as it may of interest because it enables the designed object to function during intended use. Color is an element of the Structural properties, P S .
• Mass can be a feature, as it may of interest because it can affect goals in a number of processes, including handling, packaging, and intended use. Mass is an element of the Structural properties, P S .
• A clock's ticking can be a feature, as it may of interest because it enables the easy diagnosis of a broken clock mechanism or a lack of power. The "ticking" is a behavior, but not one that is part of the intended function.
• A clock's hands moving can be a feature, as it may of interest because it enables the designed object to function during intended use. The "moving" is a behavior, and is part of the intended function. None of these cases refer to a region of the object, and the features aren't geometric. Of course, as function depends on behavior and/or structure, and behavior also depends on structure, everything can be traced back to structure, or to structural properties. Even then, it's clear that reference back to a "region" isn't always possible. Color for example occupies a region, but is not itself a region or a "shape" [Shah 1995 ]-it's just a different 'type'. In the case of "mass", the only possible structure is the whole designed object.
Note that it's clear that, during early stages of the design process, decisions can be made that will cause some impact on the goal of a POV, and can be seen as doing so (i.e., a feature can be detected). However, at that time only an abstract description of the structure is possible. To insist that features always refer to a region of the object cannot be correct if we take this literally, as early in the design process (especially in non-routine situations) it is possible for no "form" to exist, and for no description of structure to have been committed to. Shah [1991] recognizes this situation and defines an "abstract feature" as:
"Entities that cannot be evaluated or physically realized until all variables have been specified or derived from the model."
This should not be confused with Shah's 1995 definition of abstract features as higher level classes in a feature taxonomy, even though in some cases the two may be equivalent. Note that the definition we have developed above has the advantage that it allows abstract features to be of types other than structural.
WHAT'S A FUNCTIONAL FEATURE?
Up until this point we have considered "function" to refer to the "intended function" of the object being designed. Given the definition of a feature given above we have a choice of what a functional feature might be. It could be a feature that is of type function (i.e., referring to the F portion of the SBF description). It might also be a feature of any type that impacts intended use: e.g., a behavior that prevents the design from functioning. However, this seems less satisfactory.
In an interesting way, every feature is functional. By definition a feature is of interest because it has an effect on a process, and is detected by its effect on a goal. That process is forming an "environment" for that feature, and is interacting with it. This is consistent with the definition of a function of an object as the effect it has on its environment: i.e., by definition, a feature of the designed object is functioning in the environment of each process where that feature affects a goal. This is not the "intended function" of the designed object, except in the case that the process is "intended use". However, a good designer who is viewing the object from a number of points of view corresponding to the phases of the life-cycle, will ensure that the designed object functions as intended when involved with all the corresponding processes.
For example, it should be easy to pack, easy to maintain, and easy to disassemble. Paying attention to a variety of dynamically detected and selected features during its design make this possible: i.e., it will function well for those processes. In fact, with respect to functional features, there is a family of types of functions, F pj , where p j might be any of the processes already mentioned: i.e., intended use, being described, assembling, packing, transporting, diagnosis, simulation, recycling, manufacturing, designing, maintenance, etc. Clearly, when viewed in this way, all features are functional.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have examined the definition of the term "feature", and "functional feature" in particular. The goal of the paper is to shed some light on the reason for the profusion of types of features that have been discussed in the literature, to revisit the general definition of the term, and to attempt a definition that uses concepts from Artificial Intelligence.
By separating structure, behavior and function, and by defining function, alternative interpretations of "functional feature" were obtained. The distinctions introduced will allow the development of more flexible use of features in knowledge-based design systems and in designer support systems.
